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Abstract
This report presents a master’s thesis edition involving the Maribot Petrel
project, which concerns the development of a long range aquatic UAV capable
of vertical takeoff from water in order to hop between different locations and
to perform measurements in archipelago conditions. A concept evaluation
phase was performed where multiple aquatic UAV ideas were investigated.
This phase led to the conclusion that a flying wing with nose-tilting engine
was the best concept to further invest in. Further, two prototypes of different sizes were then constructed and tested with positive results. The concept
proved to be a promising platform for further development of the project.

ii

Sammanfattning
Denna rapport sammanfattar ett examensarbete som utförts under projektet
Maribot Petrel. Projektet omfattar utvecklingen av en obemannad, vattenanpassad och långdistans drönare kapabel till vertikal start från vattnet med uppgift att hoppa mellan olika positioner och utföra mätningar i skärgårdsmiljö.
Initialt utfördes en utvärdering av olika drönarkoncept som kunde användas.
Detta resulterade i att idén om en flygande vinge med roterbar motor i nosen
ansågs vara bäst lämpad att fortsatt investera i. Efter detta byggdes två prototyper i olika storlekar som sedan testades med positiva resultat. Detta koncept
visade sig vara en lovande plattform för fortsatt utveckling av projektet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Flying drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), such as multicopters
and radio-controlled fixed wing planes, are mainly used for recreational hobby
use, professional filmmaking, disaster relief, aerial surveillance, and military
missions. The size of these UAV configurations can range everywhere between
small quadcopters to large airplanes depending on its intended purpose.
The use for drones is rapidly increasing and we are seeing them more all over
the world. However, an area of UAV technology which has yet to reach its
full potential consist of water adapted configurations that can operate in rough
sea conditions. Water adaptability includes protecting and waterproofing electronics which complicates the essentials of aerodynamics, structure, mechanics and functionality. Nevertheless, if designed properly, a water adapted UAV
could serve numerous purposes in water environments such as performing scientific research missions or underwater surveillance more efficiently than already existing underwater vehicle solutions due to its flying capability.
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Chapter 2
Background
This report issues the development of the Maribot Petrel and has been carried
out as a master thesis project at the Naval Architecture department of the Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH) during the spring semester of 2019. The Maribot Petrel is a new project and this report represents the second iteration of its
progress, where the first iteration was carried out during the year of 2018 [1].
The ambition during this master thesis was to generate and investigate possible
solutions for the Maribot Petrel and then further design, prototype and perform
tests in order to establish a platform for the project to grow on in the future.
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2.1

3

Maribot Petrel Project

Maribot Petrel is the working name of a project to explore the potential of an
aquatic UAV that could be used as a versatile research or surveillance platform
when equipped with sensors such as cameras, sonar and more. The intention
is to utilize the concept of a fairly small and conventional electric flying long
range UAV with the feature of repeated landings and takeoffs in water.
CRUISE

CRUISE
TAKE-OFF
LANDING

LOITERING

Figure 2.1: Maribot petrel concept.
The vision for the aquatic UAV is to combine long range and relative high
speed features of a fixed wing configuration together with the capacity of a
drifting buoy, resulting in access to both air and water domain. The advantage
of this combination is the mobility of a UAV that can ’hop’ between different
locations at sea while performing various measurements, see fig. 2.1. The
UAV then has plenty of potential application scenarios such as:
• Hydrophone buoy: As a hydrophone buoy, the UAV can be launched
from land, ship or similar. It flies to either a predefined position or uses
a search mode to localize interesting areas to land. Data from the hydrophone is then either relayed back via RF-link or stored locally for
post processing. The UAV can re-position itself by flying to the next position either following a pre-programmed route or by being adaptive to
sensor data. Using several UAVs in formation could allow for advanced
missions planning for e.g. triangulation of sound sources.
• Dare Devil: The UAV is farily small, low cost and low impact and
hereby perfect for deployment in potentially hazardous locations. These
can range from dangerous glacier calving zones to areas with chemical
hazards or zones with other (military) threats.
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• Communication Relay: The UAV loitering on the water surface may
serve as a re-positional communication hub between the underwater domain and the ether. It would in this mode serve as an extended communication tool for any submersible that does not have the possibility to
surface.
• Water sampler: The UAV may serve as a sampler of environmental or
acoustic data when deployed from ship or land. It may take multiple
samples over a relatively large area at a speed unprecedented.
• Messenger Pigeon: Imagine the UAV being released from either a submersible platform or from a stationary mooring. It floats to the surface
where it may wait for extended time or immediately transit to flying
mode for physical relaying of data.
Further, the development phases for the Maribot Petrel Project are considered
such as:
• Phase 1 - Flying platform
The initial phase involves the concept generation and development of a
well designed configuration. Aerodynamic and mechanical calculations
are needed to reach a physical platform on which tests can be performed.
The aim is to prove a suited concept in flight tests including repeated
landings and take-offs at sea with a radio-controlled demonstrator.
• Phase 2 - Sensor integration
In this phase the aim is to equip the physical UAV with sonar or hydrophone equipment to investigate the capabilities of the platform as a
sensor.
• Phase 3 - Autonomy
This phase is about developing more autonomous system modes. An
autopilot will be incorporated to investigate automatic landings, takeoffs, and waypoint-route cruising. The potential of having an optical
camera system on board might be included in this phase.
• Phase 4 - Underwater capability
Finally, if successful, the UAV will be modified for ≈ 100 m of water
depth to investigate the capabilities of operation from a bottom-moored
(or AUV-mounted) position.
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UAV requirements

Six functional requirements are here suggested to serve as an ambition for what
the UAV should be able to accomplish. These are the high-level requirements
that should be considered as guidelines. For detailed technical requirements,
see table 2.1.
1. Have satisfying flight cruise performance, better than multicopters.
2. Have vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capability from water.
3. Allow operation in "all" typical archipelago conditions.
4. Allow for ≈ 1kg payload.
5. Operate payload when floating on water surface.
6. Allow for rough landings in water, e.g have self-righting capacity for the
event of being upside-down.
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Technical
Requirement

Fundamental necessity
1) Transportable by
car / bus / train / boat
2) Launchable, controllable
and retrievable
3) 3-5 kg weight & ≈ 2 m
wingspan
1) Handle waves and wind
2) Completely waterproof
3) Withstand brackish water
4) Stable float equilibrium
5) Self-righting capability
(in event of capsize)
6) Float with nose upwind
direction for takeoff purposes
Successfully integrate and
operate payload ≤ 1 kg

Handleable by one
qualified person
without excessive
means

Archipelago sea
conditions
(functionality
& robustness)

Payload
Remote and/or
Autonomous control
Capable of aquatic
takeoff and landing

Performance

Desired functionality

1) Separable body parts
for transport mobility

1) Winds up to 10 m/s
including gusts
2) Withstand salt water

At least radio remote controlled Autonomous control
Multiple continuous
successful attempts
1) 30 km round trip including
landing and takeoff
2) Minimum 20 m/s cruise
velocity
3) 1 km radio communication
range
4) Able to hit GPS target
accurately ± 50 m

Table 2.1: Technical requirements

High ratio of success

1) 60 km round trip
2) Long range radio
(mission capability 30+ km)

Chapter 3
Concept Generation
This chapter presents the generation and investigation of multiple conceptual
ideas for reaching the target of a long range aquatic UAV. The ambition was
to consider and investigate as many ideas as possible in order to determine
favorable and unacceptable features. In order to establish the final ideal concept, strengths and weaknesses for different concepts were wagered against
each other which formed the ground on which the conclusions were based on.
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Research

A general background research for already existing aquatic drones generated
few results. Not surprisingly, most UAV drone systems serve their purpose
outside of the marine environment. However, the existence of water adapted
UAV concepts brings confidence to future success of the Maribot Petrel. Existing concepts worth mentioning are the quadcopter Splashdrone [2], fig. 3.1a,
Eagleray cross-domain vehicle [3], fig. 3.1b, and the passive vertical takeoff
SUWAVE [4], fig. 3.1c.

(a) Splashdrone3 water- (b) Eagleray cross-domain (c) SUWAVE passive vertical takeoff.
vehicle.
proof quadcopter.

Figure 3.1: Existing aquatic UAV systems.
These existing ideas were further used as inspiration for generating both similar and new concepts. However, an early conclusion to include lift generating
wings for long range capability excluded the pure multicopter approach, thus
reducing further concept investigation to only include fixed wing configurations.
Besides existing aquatic UAV systems, standard dry-use UAV drones were also
investigated. It was found that recreational use of radio-controlled (RC) drones
includes a vast community of hobbyists producing a countless amount of concepts with clever ideas for VTOL and long range flight. Many of the ideas
found in the dry-use UAV community were considered and further investigated.
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Solar harvest analysis

Integrating the aquatic UAV with solar panels seemed interesting. The idea
was that the UAV could be equipped with solar panels that recharge the battery during its flying and loitering state, which would then increase the mission
length. This section presents a rough estimation in order to investigate solar
panel integration feasibility.
A solar energy system includes (at the minimum) a solar panel array, a charge
controller and a battery, see fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Solar panel system.
Let’s assume the aquatic UAV has a battery capacity of 15000 mAh. A relative
small 30 W solar panel could in perfect conditions produce a max current of
1710 mA [5]. We then apply eq. (3.1) in order to achieve charge time of the
battery.
battery capacity
15000
=
≈ 8.8 hours
charge current
1710

(3.1)

Full battery charge in 8.8 hours would be a remarkable result. However, it’s
far from realistic. The most effective solar panel on the market has an efficiency of 22 % and most are around 15-20 % [6]. Let’s also consider weather
dependency (the sun isn’t always shining), losses in the system and we reach a
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more realistic scenario. 8.8 hours to fully charge is then potentially increased
to days or even weeks.
We also have to consider other consequences of the solar energy subsystem
for the UAV system. Solar panel arrays means extra weight to i.e. the wings,
which then requires robust structural design (also meaning more weight). Further, a larger/heavier motor is then needed to propel the UAV that (due to added
weight) requires more energy. This concludes that the idea for a solar energy
system addition to the UAV was dismissed.
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Concepts and Playcards

As previously stated in section 3.1, the pure multicopter concept was excluded
due to its low range capacity. Therefore, only concepts with lift generating
wings were further considered. This section serves to present the ideas that
were thought of.
In the RC hobby community, there are many different kinds of drone concepts.
Traditional airplanes, flying wings, tailsitters, and plane/quad hybrids are a few
noticeable ideas that could all be applicable for aquatic use. However, all of
these flying concepts do not fulfill all of the conditions of aquatic use. The
requirements are stated in section 2.2, but in order to clarify fundamental key
points that the aquatic concept needs to fulfill, see the bullet list below.
•
•
•
•
•

Flying qualities: Stability and control in pitch, yaw, and roll.
Structural robustness: Handle rough sea conditions and landings.
Floating equilibrium: Takeoff position and capsize-preventable.
Takeoff: Capable of vertical takeoff from water surface.
Waterproofness: Minimize external electronics.

Let’s start discussing a basic traditional RC airplane, see fig. 3.3a. The horizontal and vertical stabilizers (tail) assures stability in pitch/yaw and with multiple steering surfaces, full flight control is achievable. A single engine means
minimal external electronics to waterproof. The traditional RC airplane concept would therefore provide an excellent platform for controlled long range
flight. However, there are a few weaknesses with this concept that can’t be
ignored.

(a) Traditional RC plane.
(b) Submerged floating equilibrium and takeoff.

Figure 3.3
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In order to achieve vertical takeoff, the tail has to be sunk down under the
water to an equilibrium state, see fig. 3.3b. This state was proven difficult to
achieve during the first iteration of the Maribot Petrel Project [1], and would
be even more difficult in rough sea conditions with heavy winds and waves.
The tail itself is a structural weakness since it’s in risk for damage during possible crash and/or hard landings in water. This concept was summarized in the
form of a playcard, see appendix A (playcard 4), which presents features and
positive/negative aspects.
Another conceptual idea (in order to perform vertical takeoff) was to integrate
a multicopter with the traditional airplane/flying wing, see fig. 3.4. Let’s further call this a hybrid concept.

(b) Flying wing hybrid.

(a) Traditional hybrid.

Figure 3.4
This hybrid concept meets the requirement of vertical takeoff from water quite
well, and can even perform a low impact hovering vertical landing. However,
when considering floating equilibrium, there is no evident way of recovery if
the UAV would capsize and end up in an upside down position. Also, multiple
external electronics are needed for the extra motors and waterproofing then
becomes challenging. The extra motors would drain the battery quickly and
since they are not used in cruise, they act as extra weight and reduce aerodynamic performance. The transition between hover/cruise could also be difficult
to perform. This concept was also summarized in the form of a playcard, see
appendix A (playcard 6).
Further, a more complex version of the traditional airplane was considered.
This concept is named V-wing and includes dihedral wings for extra roll stability with dual motors placed at the wing tips for yaw control, to balance air
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frame torque and to reduce wing tip drag vortexes, see fig. 3.5a.

(a) V-wing concept.
(b) V-wing floating equilibrium.

Figure 3.5
The flight properties are similar to that of the traditional airplane with full
flight control achievable. However, the problem still remains to achieve a satisfying floating equilibrium on water, see fig. 3.5b. appendix A (playcard 2)
presents the summarized playcard of this concept.
Removing the tail increases structural robustness and thus reduce risk for damage at possible hard landings in water. A tailless concept is the flying wing,
see fig. 3.6a.

(b) Vertical takeoff.
(a) Flying wing concept.

Figure 3.6
The flying wing can achieve great flying quality, robustness against hard landings, and floats steadily on the water surface. To achieve vertical takeoff, the
engine is placed in the nose of the aircraft with the ability to actively tilt ± 90
degrees from its flight position, inspired by SUWAVE [4]. To perform vertical
takeoff, the engine first tilts up 90 degrees to achieve takeoff position. Then,

14
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when the thrust is applied it pulls the airplane out of the water, the engine tilts
back down to 0 degrees (flight position) with correct timing, see fig. 3.6b. This
concept is presented in appendix A (playcard 1).
A total of six playcards were put together and can be seen in appendix A.
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Conceptual conclusions

Each different presented playcard concept includes ways to deal with previously stated requirements. Therefore, the concepts were put in comparison in
order to reach the best suited concept for long range vertical takeoff aquatic
use.
Three of the playcard loitering states were tested in a simple experiment to gain
understanding of wind alignment during floating. The test was conducted by
3D-printing simple models of the concepts and then placing weights and cell
plastic to gain the desired floating equilibrium, see fig. 3.7. These models were
then placed in water during windy conditions and then their wind alignments
were observed. Even though the models were scaled down and lacked details
such as wing profiles, the test results were considered sufficient as evidence
for their full scale behaviours.

(a) Playcard 1.

(b) Playcard 2.

(c) Playcard 3.

Figure 3.7: Simple 3D-printed concept models.
In order to perform the aquatic takeoff, an upwind alignment of the UAV
was desired since it means more lift generated by the wings during takeoff.
Therefore, the floating equilibrium of each concept has high value. From the
performed experiment, it was shown that the submerged concept (playcard
2) acted unpredictably and the tilted floating equilibrium was hard to achieve.
The surface floating concepts (playcard 1 & 3) aligned as predicted in the wind.
Further, a robust platform capable of withstanding possible hard landings is required. Therefore, the tailless configurations compose a more compact body
and is therefore more capable of withstanding impacts. While a tail containing
vertical/horizontal stabilizers has its benefits, it’s also a physical feature with
high risk for damage. Also, satisfying submerged floating equilibrium is hard
to achieve with a tailed configuration.
The hybrid concept also has its benefits for vertical motion. However, the

16
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extra motors ads complexity in the forms of electronics, weight, waterproofing, aerodynamics, structure, control and the concept has no acceptable selfrighting ability in the event of capsize. Therefore hybrid concepts were further
dismissed.
Therefore, based on research, requirements, concept analysis, play card comparison, and performed experiments, the choice is to further invest into an
aquatic UAV platform based on play card 1, the flying wing with tilting motor,
with the following motivation:

Figure 3.8: The flying wing with tilting rotor.
The flying wing with tilting motor concept, see figure 3.8, will provide a robust
and compact structure to withstand multiple possible crash landings while also
including an aerodynamically fitting flight state that can handle rough wind
conditions. The tilt-motor design puts the cg-position close to its nose in the
water-loitering state (by pointing up) which keeps the aircraft in the nose-towind direction. Therefore, the aircraft will always be ready to take off into
the wind. With its wings floating on the water surface, a natural low capsize
risk follows. The tilting motor also provides an active self-righting ability if
capsize were to occur due to crashing waves or at landing. The active tiltfunction of the motor provides a low-thrust technique for taking off which
results in high mobility for "hoping" between locations at sea with low energy
cost. Sensors or other payloads could easily be placed in the aft of the central
body.

Chapter 4
Design, Prototype, Flight Test Results and Discussion
To further prove the concept chosen in chapter 3, two physical iterations were
built and tested. The first design was small and lightweight (1.3 kg) and the
second larger and heavier (2.7 kg). This chapter presents the design, prototyping, tests and discussion involving the two prototypes that were built.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN, PROTOTYPE, FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Design approach

To design the prototype, the idea was to purchase an already existing flying
wing RC model, such as the one in fig. 4.1, and then attach the model wings
to a custom made central body, see fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.1: RC model flying wing.
The central body would then need to contain a suitable system for tilting the
nose-placed engine as well as a drive system including propeller, motor, electronic speed controller (ESC), receiver, battery, and possible flight controller.

Figure 4.2: Model wings and custom centre body.
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4.2

First prototype - Zagi size

For the first prototype, wings from a RC model called Zagi HP [7] were used,
see fig. 4.3a. Therefore, depending on its size, this prototype was called Zagi
size. The wings were of lightweight EPP foam material weighing in at about
200 grams with original wing span of 1.5 meters. The finished prototype is
seen in fig. 4.3b.

(a) RC model flying wing - Zagi HP.

(b) Finished Zagi size prototype.

Figure 4.3
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4.2.1

Power and weight budget

In order to design the power system of the UAV, a weight budget was put together, see fig. 4.4, which includes weight of each component in the UAV and
also total weight.

Figure 4.4: Zagi size weight budget.
Further, a thrust to weight (ttw) ratio for the UAV was estimated to at least
1.4 in order to perform vertical takeoff, meaning that the engine needed to
produce a thrust of 140 % the total UAV weight. In order to calculate the
thrust from a certain engine and propeller combination, the equation shown in
fig. 4.5 was used. The static thrust (needed at takeoff) was then calculated by
setting V0 = 0 and using the RPM of the motor and propeller type (diameter
and pitch).

Figure 4.5: Thrust calculation equation.
The RPM of the motor was calculated by multiplying the voltage of the battery
with the kv-rating of the engine. In this case, the 12 V battery and the 1050kv
engine gives a theoretical RPM of 12 × 1050 = 12600. However, resistance of
the propeller was conservatively estimated and an RPM of 8000 was further
used. A 12x6.5 propeller was considered and thus, the calculation resulted in
1.85 kg of thrust or a ttw-ratio of 1.42.
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4.2.2

Aerodynamics

The aerodynamics of the original Zagi assembly (according to its manual [8])
places the centre of gravity (CG) of the plane 8 inches behind the nose. The
aerodynamics of the original Zagi were then confirmed with a Panel Method
in Matlab, which was used to compute aerodynamic centre. For a flying wing,
the aerodynamic centre should be placed in the same location as the CG, or
as close as possible, to achieve the best performance. The panel method was
then used with the prototype design including the custom middle part of the
body, which suggested an aerodynamic centre roughly 19 cm back from the
start of the wings. see fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Panel method
The middle body of the prototype was then further designed to achieve an as
close as possible CG position as the panel method calculations suggested.
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4.2.3

Mechanical design

In order to tilt the engine, a custom motor mount was designed and 3D-printed
with intention of fixing the motor to a rotating axis. The motor mount was fixed
to the axis by melting in threads (into predefined holes in the 3D-print) and
then fixating to the axis with two stop screws. The axis was mounted in the
nose of the plane and rotated with a servo motor, see fig. 4.7. The tilt servo
that was used was a Hitec HS-646WP (waterproof) with rotation range of 90
degrees. The motor was then configured to rotate between 0 degrees (flight
position) and 90 degrees up (takeoff position).

Figure 4.7: Mechanical design of the tilting engine.
The flying wing has steering surfaces along the trailing edge of each wing.
These are called elevons and were each controlled with a wing mounted servo
according to the Zagi assembly manual [8]. The servos used in the wings were
Hitec HS-5086WP.
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4.2.4

Structural design

Throughout building, the original Zagi assembly manual [8] was used as general structural guidance. However, the structural connections surrounding the
centre body had no manual, and thus new solutions were required. The centre
body was then build with blue cell plastic in 4 different pieces and two thin
hard plastic pieces for motor axis support, see fig. 4.8a. The reason for multiple cell plastic pieces was because the length of the drill wasn’t long enough
to reach through one solid piece (one piece would have been preferable otherwise). Compared to the original Zagi with only the wooden spar in the middle,
an extra carbon fiber spar was added in the front of the plane, thus creating an
I-beam cross section where the two spars act as flanges and the body between
them as the web, see fig. 4.8a. The I-beam structure is strong against bending
and twisting, and thus a structurally robust wing was achieved.

(a) Body configuration, I-beam structure.

(b) Epoxy glue process.

Figure 4.8
The Zagi size was then glued together with epoxy glue, see fig. 4.8b. which
provided a strong connection between wings, spars and centre body. The wing
was then covered in tape, according to the Zagi manual [8], to increase aerodynamic efficiency. A hole for the electronics box was placed in the centre,
also seen in fig. 4.8b.
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4.2.5

Control

As previously mentioned in section 4.2.3, the prototype was controlled in flight
with its elevons. These make pitch and roll control possible. There is no
control possibility in yaw but wing tips gives yaw stability, so yaw control is
not necessarily needed. The wing servos, tilt servo and motor power (through
the ESC) were hooked up to a receiver and then manually controlled with a
RC controller.

CHAPTER 4. DESIGN, PROTOTYPE, FLIGHT TEST RESULTS AND
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4.2.6

Flight Test Results and Discussion

The flight testing was done at the Saltsjö-Duvnäs area with point of departure
from the close by marina with the Marine Architecture department boat. A
concern before testing was if the CG position had been built to an adequate
position for stable flight. It turned out to be satisfactory and flight quality was
very good. This was tested by throwing the prototype into flight from the boat.
The power system was also a concern. The thrust calculation in section 4.2.1
was used conservatively to raise probability of enough ttw-ratio, and the test
was a chance to prove its reliability. Different size propellers were tested and
it was concluded that the first tested 10x6.5 propeller was not large enough to
produce enough thrust while the second 12x6.5 propeller was. Therefore the
thrust calculation in fig. 4.5 was proved reliable if used conservatively.
During the test, the upwind floating equilibrium was tested. The result was
that the wing would align in the wind, either upwind or downwind depending
on its starting point in the water.
The main difficulty of the test was to perform a successful aquatic takeoff. The
action of tilting the engine from takeoff position (90 degrees up) to flight position (0 degrees) was performed manually via the RC controller and the timing
of the tilt had to be performed within a very precise time window (after applying the thrust) in order to be successful. The aquatic takeoff failed multiple
times mostly due to insufficient tilt timing and not enough thrust by the engine.
After switching from a 10x6.5 to a 12x6.5 propeller, more thrust was produced
by the engine and an aquatic takeoff was performed successfully, see fig. 4.9.
Another note from the successful aquatic takeoff was that it was performed
down wind.

Figure 4.9: Takeoff sequence.
Problems with the mechanical design appeared during the test. The servo at-
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tachment (connecting servo to axle) had a clamp design to hold the axis from
rotating. This clamp did glide during the test, causing some play (looseness)
of the tilt position.
Overall the prototype served well as a proof of concept for the flying wing with
tilting motor for aquatic use. The aquatic takeoff was achieved along with a
structurally robust body. Aerodynamically the prototype showed great flying
qualities but the main challenge lies with achieving a robust design solution for
the tilting engine. For the next iteration prototype, the focus lies with achieving a more successful aquatic takeoff.
Summary of positive flight test results.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronics successfully waterproof.
Satisfying floating equilibrium.
Good flying quality - CG position.
Structurally robust body - no damages.
Successful aquatic takeoff.
Hands on experience with concept.

Summary of improvements.
• Physical reliability of tilt mechanism.
• Larger servo turn range (180 degrees) in order to flip UAV in case of
upside down.
• Improve aerodynamics of centre body to a more streamline figure.
• Increase yield range of elevon steering surfaces to increase steering ability in flight.
• Extend steering surfaces to wake behind propeller in order to obtain improved steering abilities during low speeds at takeoff.
• Controlled tilt timing with integrated sensors.
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4.3

Second prototype - X8 size

After the first prototype was successfully built and tested, the idea was to further develop an improved and larger prototype with integrated sensors to improve tilt timing at aquatic takeoff. This time, larger wings from RC model
called X8 Skywalker [9] were used, see fig. 4.10a. This prototype was then
called X8 size. The wings were made of shape memory EPO plastic weighing around 500 grams with original wing span of 2.2 meters. The finished
prototype is seen in fig. 4.10b.

(a) RC model flying wing - X8 Skywalker.

(b) Finished X8 size prototype.

Figure 4.10
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4.3.1

Power and weight budget

The weight budget for the X8 size, including total and component wise weight,
can be seen in fig. 4.11.

Figure 4.11: X8 size weight budget.
The thrust calculation was done the same as previously described in section 4.2.1
with the equation in fig. 4.5. For the X8 size, a 500kv motor was used with a
18 V battery, estimating a conservative RPM of the engine with resistance of a
17x8 propeller to 6000 RPM. Thus accordingly a ttw-ratio of 1.44 is achieved
and 3.9 kg of thrust.
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4.3.2

Aerodynamics

In aerodynamic terms of placing the CG in the longitudinal direction, no panel
method was used to find centre of pressure as done previously in section 4.2.2.
Instead, when constructing the X8 size prototype, the CG was attempted to be
placed as close as possible to the described CG position in the X8 Skywalker
assembly manual [10].
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4.3.3

Mechanical design

The same mechanical design was used in the X8 size prototype as in the Zagi
prototype, see section 4.2.3, where the same type of 3D-printed motor mount
was used but enlarged to fit the bigger engine. Though, the servo coupler
connecting servo spline to axis was switched out from clamping, see fig. 4.12a,
(since there were gliding problems during testing of Zagi size) to stop screw,
see fig. 4.12b. The idea was to increase robustness of the tilt function and to
reduce play (looseness).

(a) Servo coupler with clamp.

(b) Servo coupler with stop screw.

Figure 4.12
Another difference for the X8 size prototype was the type of tilt servo used.
Here, a Hitec HS-5646WP was used, which according to its specifications
would provide a stronger torque (which was needed since the engine was heavier). This servo was also digital, compared to the HS-646WP which was analog, meaning it could be programmed for larger rotational range. Therefore, a
180 degree tilt range was possible and the motor was configured to rotate ±
90 degrees from its flight position (0 degrees).
The X8 flying wing also used elevons for flight controlled, which were controlled by wing mounted servos (Hitec HS-5086WP) according to the X8 assembly manual [10].
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4.3.4

Structural design

Each X8 wing was originally supported with a small carbon fiber tube inside
the wing. The design also included a solution for detaching and attaching each
wing from the centre body made of the combination of two carbon fiber tubes
(one rear and one front) through the middle body, pre-cut holes in the wings
for the carbon fiber tubes, and plastic attachments that were to be glued on the
wings and the middle body and then attached with 3 connectors on each site.
The different parts for the original X8 solution can be seen in fig. 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Original X8 configuration of parts.
The idea for the X8 size prototype was to use the same structural solution
as the original design with attachable wings to the middle body. This would
result in a mobile transportation solution where the plane could be assembled
at the test location. Further, the custom middle body was designed with 5
different cell plastic pieces that were glued together (with epoxy glue) along
with strengthening thin hard plastic for external loads on the motor axis and
on the carbon fiber wing tubes, see fig. 4.14.

(a) Visible hard plastic support.

(b) Middle body with 5 cell plastic pieces.

Figure 4.14
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4.3.5

Control - Sensor integration

The X8 size prototype was controlled the same way as the Zagi size, see section 4.2.5. The main difference was however the integration of a Flight Control
sensor including inertial measurement unit (IMU) and GPS in order to make
quick tilt control possible. The sensor was composed on an electronics bread
board including a micro controller (Teensy 3.6), an IMU to measure accelerations in pitch, and a GPS to measure speed and location (longitude and
latitude). The Flight Controller acted as middle hand, receiving and sending
signals from and to the tilt servo, and was then programmed with Arduino to
create a tilt steering law, see eq. (4.1), which was based on pitch positional
data of the IMU with the tilt takeoff position pointing +90 degrees.
tilt = 90 − pitch

(4.1)

The Flight Controller was also programmed to save signal data (on a SD card)
such as tilt angle, flight speed (speed over ground), pitch/roll/yaw, longitude
& latitude, and Unix time which could later be used to analyze flights.
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4.3.6

Flight Test Results and Discussion

The flight testing was once again done at the Saltsjö-Duvnäs area with the same
routine as previously done with the Zagi size. Once again, the flight quality of
the prototype was tested by throwing the plane into the wind. The result was
longitudinally stable flight (CG position satisfactory). Floating equilibrium
was also tested and resulted with a upwind stable position.
With the integrated Flight Controller sensor in the X8 size prototype, main
focus was to test the aquatic start abilities. However, the aquatic start only
received two attempts due to damage to the servo coupler during the first attempt and to the tilt servo itself during the second attempt. The failed takeoff
sequence during the first attempt can be seen in fig. 4.15. During the first attempt, full throttle was pulled immediately. This caused the body of the UAV
to receive a large initial moment, which flipped the UAV faster than the tilt
steering law could react too, resulting in a crash were the servo coupler broke.
During the second attempt, throttle was increase gradually which seemed like
a more successful method.

Figure 4.15: X8 size Takeoff attempt.
After the servo was broken, fortunately the engine was stuck in the flight position (0 degrees tilt). Therefore, a flight test was performed by throwing the
plane into the air. This was done in order to observe more flight qualities and
to possibly gather flight data on the SD card. The flight test resulted in a good
quality flying sequence for 30 seconds before a crash occurred. From the flight
test, positional GPS data can be seen in fig. 4.16 and the Speed over Ground
(SoG) data can be seen fig. 4.17.
Overall the prototype seemed very promising. It was big, had nice aerodynamics and flew nicely through the air. However, it was a disappointment to
only test the aquatic takeoff twice.
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Figure 4.16: Latitude and longitude position data from flight.
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Figure 4.17: Speed over ground flight data.
Summary of positive flight test results.
•
•
•
•

Electronics once again successfully waterproof.
Satisfying upwind floating equilibrium.
Good flying quality - CG position.
Thrust calculation once again shown to be reliable.

Summary of improvements.
• Physical reliability of tilt mechanism.
• Larger, stronger, and faster servo possibly needed.
• Need for more tests to be performed.

Chapter 5
Conclusions
The flying wing concept with tilting motor was proven to be a functional idea
for long range flight and for performing aquatic takeoff. Both prototypes had
problems with the tilt mechanism, therefore it’s concluded that its solution require some more work. With heavier engine the mechanism becomes more
fragile to external forces and thus needs a stronger and more robust solution
(which is hard to achieve without adding too much weight and heavier servos).
Therefore, based on the results in section 4.2.6 and section 4.3.6, a lightweight
prototype is a preferable platform to further develop and improve the aquatic
takeoff functionality. The first prototype in this report could act as a base for
further development, and with an integrated Flight Controller along with 180
degree range tilt servo, many future flight tests could be performed.
Fast tilt control is needed during the takeoff sequence. The thrust from the engine gives a nose lifting moment on the UAV during takeoff. Starting upwind
also ads to this moment, and it could be a good idea to test the aquatic start
down wind in future flight tests to reduce this.
An idea for future concept improvement is to use two engines with counter
spinning propellers. The engines would be placed on both sides of the middle
body and result in eliminating roll inertia on the UAV. With an Elevon steering
surface behind each propeller wake and thrust distribution between the motors
to control yaw, a high level of control can be achieved.
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